
dSL veri�ation with Spin,A ase studyBram De Wahter Thierry MassartCédri MeuterBrussels Free University, Computer Siene DepartmentAugust 18, 2003AbstratIn this paper, we �rst give an overview of the onepts and environment of dSL, a sim-ple imperative and event driven language designed to program distributed industrial ontrolsystems. The advantage of dSL is to provide a transparent ode distribution using low levelmehanisms. The behavior of the synthesized distributed system an therefore be formallymodeled or easily monitored. We show that another advantage is the possibility to be ableto verify systems designed with dSL. As an example, we show how dSL an be used to designthe ontrol system of two anal loks and we use the Spin tool to prove orretness of thesystem.Keywords : Industrial proess ontrol, transparent ode distribution, veri�ation, Spin1 IntrodutionIndustrial proess ontrol goes hand in hand with distributed systems. This is due to the physiallydistributed nature of the environment that is ontinuously ontrolled through various devies suhas sensors and atuators. Development of suh distributed systems is a ompliated task, even forexperiened programmers. The burden of ombining the physial omplexity of the proess, theommuniation shemes of the distributed parts, the need to provide simple and fast ontrol andthe extreme reliability and robustness requirements make the development of suh systems hard.To simplify the work of the distributed systems designer, lassial solutions exist, (CORBA,DCOM, EJB,...) whih handle the ommuniation aspets and allows the programmer to on-entrate on the funtionality aspets of the system. Unfortunately, these solutions are generallyquite heavy, and ompletely hide all the ommuniations aspets, making the monitoring of suhsystems di�ult.In this paper, we �rst introdue dSL whih is a simple imperative and event driven languagedesigned to program distributed industrial ontrol systems. The advantage of dSL is to providea transparent ode distribution using low level mehanisms. Therefore, most of the time the dSLprogrammer an ignore all the ommuniation aspets between ontrollers of the distributed sys-tems. Moreover, by the simpliity of the distribution mehanisms, the behavior of the synthesizeddistributed system an be formally modeled and easily monitored - whih is a main onern forthis kind of systems.We show that another advantage is the possibility to be able to verify systems designed withdSL. As an example, we show how dSL was used to design the ontrol system of two anal loks.We show how a translation an be done between dSL and Promela, the language used by the Spintool, and present the veri�ations we have done with Spin to prove orretness of our system.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes dSL onepts together with a simpli�edsyntax and an informal semantis that apture the most of dSL's possibilities. In setion 3, we1



2 THE DSL CONCEPT 2disuss dSL semantis. In Setion 4 we present our simple ontrol system of loks. Setion 5presents the translation in Promela of our dSL program. In setion 6, we present the resultsobtained with Spin. Finally, some onluding remarks are given in setion 7.2 The dSL oneptA ontrol system is generally a distributed system made of one or several sites eah of whihan be either a supervisor (typially a omputer maybe with a user interfae) or a programmableontroller (alled automata from here on, whih are onneted through sensors and atuators tothe industrial equipment to ontrol). The industrial system to ontrol is seen as the environmentof the system.dSL 1 is both a programming language used to design industrial ontrol systems and a pro-gramming environment, mainly a ompiler whih synthesizes the atual ontrol systems.dSL is a simple imperative language with stati variables; a variable an be (1) internal to theprogram (2) linked to an input (sensor) or (3) linked to an output (atuator). dSL is event driven,i.e., an event is spei�ed by the hange in some variable value. For instane, when x >= 0 thenrun_motor1(); will trigger run_motor1() every time the variable x swithes from a negative toa positive value.At the �rst glane, a dSL program seems to be designed to ontrol a entralized (i.e. nondistributed) environment. A dSL program is written as if the entire environment an be aessedwithout the need for expliit ommuniation or synhronization primitives (we shall see that somerestritions are imposed to apply this priniple).When the designer has written the dSL program he must also �ll in a loalization table to speifythe physial loalization (site) of eah I/O. The dSL ompiler an then automatially distribute theode among the sites (supervisors or automata), trying to minimize the needed ommuniations2.It is lear that this approah has many bene�ts suh as (1) maintainability (only one languageis used) (2) �exibility (hanging an atuator / sensor from one site to another does not implyhanges on the program),(3) simpliity (sine ommuniation/distribution is done impliitly, theprogrammer does not need to ome up with synhronization shemes to handle partiular tasks).dSL exampleTo illustrate the dSL onepts, let us give a simpli�ed example of a program that reeives inputvalues through an input variable temp, linked for instane to a temperature sensor and switheson (o�) a heater when the temperature is below 0 oC (above 20 oC). Two indiators in a ontrolpanel (led and alarm) are also updated following the state of the heater and the number of timesthe heater is turned from one state to the other, respetively. The program will be used in aphysial on�guration ounting 2 sites; but this is not diretly mentioned in the program. ThedSL program of �gure 1 orresponds to this simple ontrol system.A dSL program ontains 5 elements. (1) global variables delarations inluding all I/O variables(2) method de�nitions (3) when instrutions (4) sequene de�nitions and (5) an initialization. Asimpli�ed grammar of the dSL syntax an be found in appendix A.Note that dSL has limited Objet-Oriented features. Variables and methods are thereforestrutured into objet de�nitions. We will not detail this aspet further in this paper.Example of �gure 1 does not ontain any method.The when onstrut allows to formulate an event-handler; it is made up of two parts : 1. (expr)The ondition that must hange from false to true enabling the handler and 2. (instrution_list)the ode that has to be exeuted in that ase.1dSL is the suessor of the language SL (Supervision Language) developed by the Maq Eletronique ompany,Belgium that was originally designed for ontrolling and supervising industrial proesses.2The problem to minimize the number of ommuniations is hard; it is not the subjet of this paper



2 THE DSL CONCEPT 3global_varled, heater : output_byte;alarm : output_byte;temp : input_byte;maintenane : bool;ontrol : int;end_varsequene set_heater(state)(* Make the led's state orrespond tothe heater's ation *)ontrol := ontrol+1;if ontrol == 1000 thenontrol := 0;maintenane := true;end_ifled := state;heater := state;end_sequenewhen maintenane thenalarm := true;(* ... *)end_whenwhen temp < 0 then(* Turn on the heater *)launh set_heater (1);end_whenwhen temp > 20 then(* Turn off the heater *)launh set_heater (0);end_whenprogramontrol := 0;(* Initially turn off heater and led indiator *)launh set_heater (0);end_program Figure 1: simple dSL programatomi and sequential odeThe design of dSL has been ditated by the exeution paradigm used in the world of industrialproess ontrol that requires a immediate reation to events and their instantaneous treatment. Inpratie, by default, this forbids any hidden synhronization delaying exeution and in partiularsynhronization whih implies inter-site ommuniations (through a relatively slow network). Alear way must therefore exist to express that inter-site synhronization is allowed.Hene dSL distinguishes between� atomi or event-driven ode whih is exeuted in an atomi manner and is seen as instanta-neous and therefore annot be distributed and� non atomi or sequential ode whih an be distributed and use inter-site ommuniationsto synhronize or transfer values between sites.By default, the ode attahed to a when is event-driven and therefore must be loal to a givensite. To relax this onstraints, two mehanisms have been de�ned: (1) the launh instrutionallows to start sequential ode3, and (2) portions of event-driven ode may indiretly know the3A method (whih is atomi) an also be launhed. This results in a delayed exeution of an atomi ode



2 THE DSL CONCEPT 4Site 1 Site 2label0:ontrol:=ontrol+1;if ontrol == 1000 thenontrol := 0;start 2, label1stoplabel2:end_ifsend 2, statestart 2, label3stoplabel4:heater:=state;stop
label1:maintenane:=1;start 1, label2stoplabel3:reeive state from 1led:=state;start 1, label4stop

Figure 2: Distributed ode of the proedure set_heatervalue of variables using tilded variables (also alled asynhronous variables). For instane, theinstrution y := ~x assigns to the loal variable y the last value reeived in the loal site of thedistant variable x; even if the value of x has hanged sine then. More preisely, the instrutiony := ~x will stand for y := ~xi where y is loal to the site Si. The variable ~xi is used in anevent-driven ode when the orresponding variable x annot be loal to this ode (informationgiven by the ompiler when it tries to distribute the ode. Tilded variables must be used with are: only when the exat value of a variable whih annot be loal is not needed (e.g. temperaturewhih evolves slowly) or if the program is built suh that it is known that the tilded value is equalto the real one.In dSLsequential ode is de�ned through the sequene instrution. A sequene annot havemore than one instane exeuted simultaneously.distributed odeIn our example, we suppose the I/O variables led, alarm are governed by the �rst ontroller(site [1℄), while heater and maintenane are loalized on the seond ontroller (site [2℄); theseinformation are given by the developer in a loalization table.Note that if I/O variables and instrutions using them are onneted to a given site, theloalization for other variables and instrutions is left to the ompiler that should be deidedbefore generating the distributed ode. This distributed ode should be equivalent to the initialdSL program in the sense that the possible interations between the system and the environmentshould respet, all along its exeution, what is spei�ed by the initial dSL program. For instane,if the ompiler onnets the variable ontrol and all �free" instrutions to the site 1, then theresulted distributed ode for the set_heater method would be as follows.[1℄ ontrol := ontrol+1;[1℄ if ontrol == 1000 then[1℄ ontrol := 0;[2℄ maintenane := 1;[1℄ end_if[2℄ led := state;[1℄ heater := state;where the value between [ and ℄ identi�es the loalization of eah instrution. Remark thatthese are indiations used to point out the distribution of this partiular dSL program, and arenever part of any real dSL program (i.e. they are not present in the dSL grammar). The �gure2 shows the orresponding distributed ode. We an also notie there that the value of state istransmitted from site 1 to site 2 where it is used to update the variable led.



3 SEMANTICS 53 SemantisThe semantis of dSL is introdued more formally in this setion allowing us to motivate thetranslation of dSL programs to Promela. This setion explains in more detail the insides of dSL'ssequene, launh and tilded variable. We will therefore skip a omplete and formal review of thelanguage by desribing well known program issues like method all, ontrol �ow and expressionevaluation.As we have already seen, the main di�erene between dSL and any ommon imperative pro-gramming language results from its distributed harateristis. To desribe the semantis of dSLindependently from the atual distribution (materialized as a loalization table desribed in setion2), we introdue the notion of maximal distributability, whih expresses the most liberal on�gura-tion on whih a given dSL program ould ever run. Indeed, due to atomi ode, some instrutionsand hene variables must be stiked together in a single site; but in the other ase, the ode may bedistributed. Using the dSL semantis, we an show that there is a maximal possible distribution.The priniple of maximal distributability expresses that maximal possible distribution allows themost possible behaviors. Verifying safety properties on this on�guration will indue safety forany other distribution. In this setion, we will show how this maximal distribution is obtained.We will de�ne a partition (P1; � � � ; Pk) of the event-driven instrutions of a dSL program, wherethe instrutions in eah element of the partition govern a set of variables. This partition may beused to desribe k independent proesses or sites. Sine the partition is maximal, a given dSLprogram may therefore ontain less but not more sites than allowed by the partition.Finding Independent Proesses in dSLDe�nition 1 Let Instr(Wi) denote all instrutions that may be reahed in the body and onditionof a given when Wi, inluding all ode reahable from that when. This inludes all instrutionsin the body of the when, together with all whens that may be triggered trough assignment and odereahed trough synhronous method all.De�nition 2 Let V ar(instr) be the non tilded global variables used (read) and de�ned (written)in instr, and V ar(I) = [i2IV ar(i), V ar(Wi) = V ar(Instr(Wi)).We an now express the loality of instantaneous ode with the ondition :8Wi;Wj 6=i :V ar(Wi) \ V ar(Wj) 6= �) 9l : Instr(Wi) [ Instr(Wj) � PlTo obtain a orret partition, we augment with the ondition that8Wi : 9l : Instr(Wi) � Pl;8Instr : 9l : V ar(instr) � V ar(Pl)Now, retain the maximal partition of the event-driven instrutions, P1; � � � ; Pk, from all partitionsthat satisfy these onditions and suh that[iInstr(Wi) = [jPjEah Pi de�nes an independent proess that will exeute the instrutions in Pi, and governsthe variables in V ar(Pi).To allow a given proess to have a view outside its boundaries imposed by the loality on-straints, asynhronous variables provide a nearly orret value for a variable that is governed byanother proess. Intuitively, if a proess S1 governs x, and another proess S2 needs a nearlyorret value for x, it uses a tilded version ~x that keeps S1 and S2 as independent proesses. Eahtime S1 hanges x, S2 will be noti�ed of the new value in an asynhronous way. S2 has thereforea good, but not neessarily orret or latest value of x.Eah ourrene of a tilded variable in the program text does not lead neessarily to a di�erentasynhronous variable. Sine asynhronous variables are assoiated to proesses, all ourrenesof the tilded variable ~x in a given proess Pi are idential.



3 SEMANTICS 6De�nition 3 Let gV ar(instr) be the set of tilded (global) variables used and de�ned in instr,gV ar(I) = [i2IgV ar(i).The de�nition of gV ar allows us to uniquely identify the di�erent ourrenes of ~x : simplyreplae all ourrenes of ~x in gV ar(Pi) with ~xi.In the next setion we will informally detail the semantis of dSL, without going into thedesription of well known programming onepts suh as expression evaluation, method-all, andontrol �ow. We only emphasize on dSL's speial features : its proesses behavior, the proessingof whens and messages, the behavior of assignments, and �nally its sequenes.Proess behaviorThe behavior of a dSL program in onjuntion with the environment an be seen asS1 k � � � k Sk k Ewhere eah Si is an independent proess that governs the variables in Pi and E is the environment.We assoiate to eah proess Si a �fo queue Fi that models the ommuniations between thedi�erent sites and is de�ned as follows.Fi is tuple < A; f; b > where f; b 2 N and A is a funtion N 7! D. Four operations are de�nedon Fi :� First(Fi) :< A; f; b >7! A(f) if f < b, ? otherwise� EnQueue(Fi; d 2 D) :< A; f; b >7!< A[A(b) 7! d℄; f; b+ 1 >� DeQueue(Fi) :< A; f; b >7!< A; f + 1; b >� Size(Fi) :< A; f; b >7! b� fD desribes the domain of the messages in Fi, and is de�ned as the set of messages thatupdate the value of an asynhronous variable and the request to exeute a partiular portion ofode. D = DTilde [ DLaunh. To update a variable, the message ontains the designated variable,and its latest value : DTilde = V ar � Z. To exeute some sequential ode, a proess reeives apointer to the ode that has to be exeuted. DLaunh = Lbl, where Lbl is the set of possible labelsfor sequential ode. Remark that using these primitives models a reliable, but not neessarilyinstantaneous, ommuniation hannel.Exeution of eah Si is an in�nite loop that exeutes the ode in �gure 3, eah iteration of the loopis alled in yle, or more preisely an Input-Proess-Output yle beause it ontains tree phases.(1) Input : variables linked to inputs hange their value aording the physial state of the deviethey are attahed to, (2) Proess : events are triggered and inoming messages are proessed (3)Output : variables linked to outputs fore the physial state of the devies they are onneted to.// Inputfor eah input variable x 2 Pi, do x :=� x� od 4// Proess whensfor eah Wj : V ar(Wj) \ V ar(Pi) 6= � do exeute Wj od// Proess messagestake n in 0; � � � ; Size(Fi) 5, for eah j = 0; � � � ; n� 1, domsg 2 D = First(Fi);Fi 7! DeQueue(Fi);Handle(msg); od// Outputfor eah output variable x 2 Pi, do x� :=� x od 4Figure 3: Input-Proess-Output behavior4where x� is the hardware value of the variable x and :=� is the usual de�nition of assignment (ie. withoutwhens), fr subsetion on assignment.5Some results in setion 6 use instantaneous message passing, whih fores n = Size(Fi). Remark that hoosingin�nitely often 0 models ommuniation breakdown.



4 CASE STUDY : A CANAL LOCK CONTROLLER 7Proessing whensTo eah when Wi of the form when Cond then Body end_when, we assoiate a hidden variableW 0i . The pseudo ode for the exeution of Wi isif Cond ^:W 0i then W 0i := true; Body else W 0i := Cond �.Remark that di�erent exeution orders of a given set of whens may lead to di�erent results. Toope with this problem, eah site proesses its whens respeting their order of appearane in theprogram text.Proessing messagesThe proessing of messages is straightforward, if a message (x; val) 2 D is reeived in Si, it exeutes~xi := val (fr setion on assignment). A message ontaining a label will ause the reeiving proessSi to exeute the ode assoiated to that label, until it reahes the end of that ode.AssignmentAn assignment of the form x := e; exeuted on site Si has the usual result (x is initialized withthe evaluation of e), but dSL adds two features to the assignment. First of all, all whens Wj areexeuted suh that x 2 V ar(Wj )\V ar(Pi). Seondly, if x has an asynhronous distant opy, thenthe asynhronous variable(s) is (are) updated. 8j : ~xj 2 Pj , do Fj 7! EnQueue(Fj; (x; e))Remark that the speial behavior for assignment may ause in�nite reursion in the proessingof whens. A simple stati hek6 allows us to rejet programs that may ontain unaeptablereursion.This allows to model the assignment x:= e; by a ommon assignment followed by aninlining of all whens that have x in their ondition.SequenesSequenes are ontainers for independent sequential ode. Beause sequenes allow atomi ex-eutions, they allow to exeute onseutive instrutions without the loality onstraint imposedon event-driven ode. This means that they an ontain a sequene of instrutions that use andde�ne variables governed by di�erent Si. However, an instrution in a sequene is atually ex-euted by a partiular Si depending on the variables it manipulates. Imagine a label on eahinstrution in eah sequene, and Si exeutes instr1 on lbl1, while instr2 is the next instru-tion with lbl2. If V ar(instr2) \ V ar(Pi) = �, then Si stops the exeution of the sequene, andFj 7! EnQueue(Fj; lbl2) for j : V ar(Pj) \ V ar(instr2) 6= �.Note that V ar() ontains only global variables whih implies that loal variables do not in-�uene the loalization of instrutions in sequenes. It is the implementation of sequenes thatmakes sure that these loal values are orretly ommuniated between all intervening sites. Wesuppose here that all instrutions that an be loalized (8instr : V ar(instr) \ [jV ar(Pj) 6= �).4 Case study : a anal lok ontrollerTo illustrate dSL onepts, we study the design of a ontroller for a system omposed of twoonseutive loks. Eah lok is omposed of two gates, a top and a bottom one. In between thetop and the bottom gates of eah lok, the water level an be ontrolled (i.e. the inside of alok an be �lled of emptied). The di�erent ommands of this system (opening/losing a gate,emptying/�lling a lok) an be aessed via a ontrol panel. For this system to funtion properly,several onstraints must be satis�ed: (1) two onseutive gates annot be opened at the sametime, (2) a gate an only be opened if the water level on eah side is the same, and (3) the waterlevel inside a lok an only be hanged if both its top and bottom gates are lose. The purpose6a su�ient ondition is that for eah Wi, Instr(Wi) ontains at most one assignment to eah variable thatappears in the ondition of that Wi.



5 DSL TO PROMELA 8of the ontroller is to ensure that the previous onstraints are veri�ed at all time. Whenever aommand is introdued via the ontrol panel, before taking the appropriate ation, the ontrollermust �rst hek that it will not jeopardize the system, in whih ase, the ation is not taken, anda red light on the ontrol panel is swithed on to indiate an error.The idea to implement the ontroller in dSL is the following. Whenever an order is given, aorresponding boolean variable order_given is set (there is an order_given variable for eah gateand one for the water level of eah lok). When reeiving a ommand, the ontroller has to hekthat all the requirements are satis�ed and, using those order_given variables, that no order onthe heked gates and water levels are given (note that an order to lose a gate an never violatea onstraints). The order_given variables are, of ourse, reset when an order is ompleted. Inthis implementation, eah ommand is monitored by a WHEN onstrut. As an example, �gure 4presents the WHEN monitoring the ommand �open the bottom gate of lok2� (the omplete dSLsoure an be found in appendix B).when lok2.bottom_gate.button_open thenif (~lok2.top_gate.losed) and (not lok2.top_gate.order_given) and(~lok1.top_gate.losed) and (not lok1.top_gate.order_given) and(~lok2.water.down) and (not lok2.water_order_given)thennot_allowed_led := false;lok2.bottom_gate.order_given := false;launh lok2.bottom_gate<-open();elsenot_allowed_led := true;end_ifend_when;Figure 4: when monitoring the ommand �open the bottom gate of lok2�Note that for all the order_given variables, the '�' operator annot be used. For example, in�gure 4, if lok2.top_gate.order_given was tilded, when an order is given to open the bottomgate of lok2, the ontroller would hek if �lok2.top_gate.order_given is false. However, inthat ase, beause of ommuniation delay, an order might still have been given. The ontrollerwould then allow the bottom gate of lok2 to open while the top gate is ordered to open, whihleads to a violation of the given onstraints.5 dSL to PromelaThe appliationThe semantis of dSL allows an almost immediate translation of a given dSL program to Promela.We show how a real ontroller appliation is translated from dSL into Promela, and how, with thehelp of Spin, some errors in an initial design were disovered.Consider the dSL program in appendix B, whih reveals eleven independent proesses, basedon the maximal partition where one element ontains [i2f7;8;9;10;13;14;15;16gInstr(Wi), and eahof the other ten elements ontains the instrutions of one of the ten remaining whens. This isthe maximum number of sites on whih the program an be distributed. However, the atualdistribution an use less sites, by foring some variables on the same site. Here, the physialdistribution uses 3 sites, (e.g. lose buttons are part of the site that also governs the open buttons): S1; S2; S3, that govern respetively the variables� lok1.{top/bottom}_gate.motor_{ommand/diretion},lok1.water_{ommand/diretion/up/down},lok1.{top/bottom}_gate.{opened/losed}.� lok2.{top/bottom}_gate.motor_{ommand/diretion},lok2.water_{ommand/diretion/up/down},lok2.{top/bottom}_gate.{opened/losed}.



5 DSL TO PROMELA 9� lok1.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/lose},lok2.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/lose},lok1.button_{empty/fill},lok2.button_{empty/fill},lok1.{top/bottom}_gate.order_given,lok2.{top/bottom}_gate.order_given.Remark Sine the output variable not_allowed_led has no in�uene on the behavior of thesystem, we removed it from the appliation.Modeling the environmentIf one onsiders the environment as an individual proess that reats on outputs and ontinuallyhanges the inputs of the dSL program, the result is a surprisingly large state spae that is muhtoo big for veri�ation purposes. To ope with this problem, onsider the behavior of a proessSi, and more partiularly its in�nite Input-Proess-Output loop. Sine inputs are sampled at thebeginning of suh a yle, and outputs are written at the end, the hanges of the environmentduring the yle have no e�et whatsoever on the proess phase. To avoid unneessary interleavingsbetween the environment and the di�erent dSL proesses, the part of the environment that isonneted to Si is frozen as long as Si is in its proess phase. For this partiular appliation, thissimpli�ation is legitimate sine we an split the environment up into three independent partswhere eah part interats with only one Si. To simplify the model, the environment is integratedinto the spei�ation of eah Si (by means of inlining), and allowed to hange state when theproess reahes its input phase.In our appliation, the environment ontains four gates, two water levels and an operatorthat an press twelve buttons. The gates and the water levels are modeled using a �ip-�opbehavior (fr �gure 5) that has four states (with the orresponding bits for sensor_�ipped andsensor_�opped) : �ipped (1,0), �opped(0,1), �ipping(0,0) and �opping(0,0). It reeives an orderto �ip, to �op or to do nothing. The behavior is obvious, and an easily be adapted for the gates(�ipped � opened, �opped � losed) as for the water level (�ipped � up, �opped � down). Anondeterministi hoie makes the gate (and the water) move from opened (up) to losed (down)by allowing the model to stay in the �ipping, respetively �opping state. Modeling the operatoris straightforward, a nondeterministi hoie lets the operator hoose between the twelve buttons({lok1/lok2}.{top/bottom}_gate.button_{open/lose} and{lok1/lok2}.button_{empty/fill}).inline flip_flop_behavior(sensor_flipped, sensor_flopped, order_md, order_dir) {if :: order_md && sensor_flopped ->if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> skip;:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> sensor_flopped = false;fi;:: order_md && !sensor_flopped && !sensor_flipped ->if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> sensor_flopped = true;:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> sensor_flipped = true;:: skip;fi;:: order_md && sensor_flipped ->if :: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLOP -> sensor_flipped = false;:: order_dir == ORDER_TO_FLIP -> skip;fi;:: ! order_md -> skip;fi;} Figure 5: Flip �op behavior



5 DSL TO PROMELA 10Modeling the Proesses SiThe proesses Si desribed in the semantis an be oded almost as-is in Promela using a setof maros interpreted by the C preompiler. To redue the size of the state spae, note thatall ations taking plae in the proess phase of a given proess are deterministi (dSL does notallow non-determinism, by imposing an ordering on the proessing of the whens for example),and intermediate states have no e�et on the behavior of the other proesses. In other words,the proess phase, whih ontains most of the ontroller's behavior, is a deterministi sequeneof internal states. Using the d_step feature from Promela allows to merge all suh trails intosingle nodes in the state spae. Unfortunately, when the dSL semantis is modeled in Promelathe limited size of the queues assoiated to eah proess make the d_step illegal when a messageis sent to a full queue. Replaing it with atomi is a less but still good alternative that yields aspetaular redution of the state spae by not allowing any interleaving of atomi exeutions ofdi�erent proesses (fr �g 6).Communiations between the di�erent proesses are modeled using Promela's han and arekept reliable but not instantaneous.han h_1 = [MAX_CHANNEL_SIZE℄ of { byte, int, int };ative protype VM_1 () {atomi { init_1(); }do::// Read Inputsatomi { input_1(); }// Handle whens for hanged Inputs)atomi { when_1(); }// Read messagesatomi { read_msg_1(); }od;}inline input_1() {// Environment for lok1.top_gateflip_flop_behavior (lok1_top_gate_opened, lok1_top_gate_losed,lok1_top_gate_motor_ommand, lok1_top_gate_motor_diretion);... // Same for lok1.bottom_gate, and lok1.water}inline when_1() {// Proessing for WHEN lok1.top_gate.losed || lok1.top_gate.opened THEN// lok1.top_gate.moter_ommand := false// END_WHENif :: !(lok1_top_gate_losed || lok1_top_gate_opened)|| _old_ond ->_old_ond = lok1_top_gate_losed || lok1_top_gate_opened;:: else ->_old_ond = true;lok1_top_gate_moter_ommand = false;fi;... // Same for the other whens on site 1}inline read_msg_1 () {byte msg_id; int par1, par2;do:: h_1 ? msg_id, par1, par2;// Dispath the messageif :: msg_id == VAR_CHANGED ->// The message ontains an update for the variable ~x1if par1 == ID_x -> x = par2;...:: msg_id == REXEC ->// The message ontains a label that must start sequene1 at lbl1if par1 == lbl1 -> start_sequene_1_lbl1();...fi;:: skip-> break;od;} Figure 6: Model for S1



6 RESULTS 116 ResultsProblem in the loks ontroller!At �rst glane, the implementation presented in setion 4 seems to works. However, after modelingit in Promela as explained in setion 5 and using Spin model heker to verify the given onstraints,we found out that it is faulty. Indeed, as shown in �gure 7, two onseutive gates (top gate of lok1 and bottom gate of lok2) an be opened at the same time. In this ase, three orders are given tothe top gate of lok 1: an order to open, followed by an order to lose (before the gate is ompletelyopened) and �nally an order to open. Beause of ommuniation, the reset_order_given() andthe value of ~lok1.top_gate_losed are delayed (respetively beause of the launh and '�').So when the order to open the bottom gate of lok 2 is given the ontroller believes that the topgate of lok 1 is losed and that no order has been given to it, so it allows the opening of thebottom gate of lok 2, whih violates the onstraints.
lock1 lock2 controler

lock1.top_gate.reset_order_given()
~lock1.top_gate.closed = true

lock1.top_gate.open()
lock1.top_gate.closed = false

(top gate opening)

lock2.bottom_gate.button_open = true
lock2.bottom_gate.order_given := true

lock1.top_gate.button_open = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

lock1.top_gate.close()

lock1.top_gate.closed = true

(top gate closing)

lock1.top_gate.open()
lock1.top_gate.closed = false

(top gate opening)

lock2.bottom_gate.open()
lock1.bottom_gate.closed := false

(bottom gate opening)

both the top gate of lock1 and the
 bottom gate of lock2 are opening!

(top gate closed)

lock1.top_gate.button_close = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

lock1.top_gate.button_open = true
lock1.top_gate.order_given := true

Figure 7: Error traeAn easy way to orret that, would be to allow a ommand to a gate (or a water level) only if itsorder_given is false (in other words, only allowing one order at a time). However, this would notbe a viable solution. Indeed, imagine a boat breaks down while the gate is losing, the ontrollerwould not allow to open a gate until it is ompletely losed, and the boat would be rushed down!So, instead of bloking all ommands while an ordered is proessed, we disable the ommands onlyduring the time needed to verify onstraints. To ahieve this, a sequential exeution heks thatthe issued ommand an be exeuted, by migrating the ondition to all sites intervening sites. Asillustrated in �gure 8, this is done by means of a sequene onstrut that evaluates, in the loalvariable hek, that all the onditions are satis�ed. In the example of �gure 8, the �rst part of theonstraint (hek := (lok2.top_gate.losed and lok2.water_down);) will be evaluated onthe site where lok2 is loalized, then the value of hekwill be migrated to the site where lok1 isloalized to evaluate the seond part (hek := (hek and lok1.top_gate.losed);). Sinethe ontrol panel is disabled during this task, we an be sure that the variable hek is true ifand only if the onstraints are satis�ed, in whih ase, the orresponding ation(s) is (are) taken.This introdues the need for lassial distributed systems mehanisms suh as semaphores.Veri�ationThe onstraints expressed in setion 4 are expressed in LTL as a safety property using the formula[℄ !bad and heked with spin using#de�ne bad ((!lok1_top_gate_losed && !lok1_bottom_gate_losed)



6 RESULTS 12when lok2.bottom_gate.button_open and not disabled thendisabled := true;launh open_bottom_gate_lok2;end_whensequene open_bottom_gate_lok2begin_varhek : bool;end_varhek := (lok2.top_gate.losed and lok2.water_down);hek := (hek and lok1.top_gate.losed);if hek thennot_allowed_led := false;launh lok2.bottom_gate<-open();elsenot_allowed_led := true;end_if;disabled := false;end_sequeneFigure 8: when / sequene monitoring the ommand �open the bottom gate of lok2�|| (!lok1_top_gate_losed && !lok2_bottom_gate_losed)|| (!lok2_bottom_gate_losed && !lok2_top_gate_losed)|| (!lok1_bottom_gate_losed && !lok1_water_down)|| (!lok1_top_gate_losed && !lok1_water_up)|| (!lok2_bottom_gate_losed && !lok2_water_down)|| (!lok2_top_gate_losed && !lok2_water_up))Model Chan Size Delay Buttons Veri�ed Time States Memory (MB)1 5 No 8 Yes 0:1 7 103 0.61 10 No 8 Yes 0:1 7 103 0.61 10 No 12 Yes 0:4 8 103 3.41 5 Yes 8 Yes 0:1 12 103 0.81 10 Yes 8 Yes 0:1 12 103 0.81 10 Yes 12 Yes 0:11 144 103 5.71 10 No 2x8 No! 0:13 250 103 81 10 Yes 2x8 No! 0:52 673 103 231 10 No 2x12 No! 0:26 524 103 181 10 Yes 2x12 No! 1:23 1:14 106 392 5 No 8 Yes 0:1 8 103 0.62 10 No 8 Yes 0:1 8 103 0.62 10 No 12 Yes 0:9 286 103 8.62 5 Yes 8 Yes 0:1 8 103 0.62 10 Yes 8 Yes 0:1 8 103 0.62 10 Yes 12 Yes 0:9 290 103 8.82 10 No 2x8 Yes 1:22 3:14 106 892 10 Yes 2x8 Yes 1:54 3:46 106 982 10 Yes 2x12 - 6:41:00 +1:7 108 +1500Figure 9: ResultsResults for the atual veri�ation with the simpli�ations desribed before, an be found in�gure 9. The �rst olumn indiates whih model was taken, followed by the number of messagesthe hannels an hold, a �ag that indiates whether messages are emptied as soon as possible fromtheir queues, next the number of buttons the operator an press. The last four olumns show



7 CONCLUSIONS 13whether the safety onstraints were veri�ed, the time it took Spin to do so, and the memory itneeded expressed in number of states and atual memory.Closer inspetion of the results in �gure 9 reveal �rst of all that the size of the hannels usedfor message passing has no in�uene on the size of the state spae. Seondly, remark that the useof instantaneous message passing (a proess never exeutes a yle without emptying its queue)has an impat on the state spae of model 1 but makes almost no di�erene for model 2. Thisis due to the fat that no tilded variables are used in model 2, and beause the model does notprogress until the launh messages are treated. A site that exeutes a yle without reading suha message reates almost no new states in the state spae.More ritial information is ontained in the number of buttons the operator may press on.Sine the problem is ompletely symmetri, the onstraints may be heked on a part of the systemthat does not ontain the water level and the outermost gate of one of the loks. In that ase,four buttons an be disabled : open/lose for the omitted gate and up/down for the water in thelok. Note that, to �nd the error, one must allow the operator to press more than one on eahbutton (indiated in �gure 9 by 2x). Unfortunately, to keep the veri�ation aeptable both intime and memory, the operator is restrited to press eah button no more than twie. Even withsuh a restritive behavior, we were unable to verify the entire seond model, and had to verify theonstraints on the 2x8 version. The reason for the explosion of the state spae in model 2 is theabsene of restritions on the behavior of the proess that ontrols the ontrol panel. In model 1,pressing a button does not neessarily trigger the event sine the onditions on the tilded variablesmust be satis�ed. In model 2, only the disabled variable an stop an event from being triggeredwhen a button is pressed. Finally, note that the results revealing the violation of the propertyare hard to interpret in relation to the other results, sine the veri�er did not have to explore theomplete state spae.7 ConlusionsIn this paper, we presented dSL, a distributed environment for designing industrial proess ontrol.We pointed out the main advantages of using dSL. This is ahieved by o�ering a transparent odedistribution that simpli�es the designer's task. After brie�y presenting dSL semantis, whih isbased on the notion of maximal distributability, we showed how a dSL program an be modeled inPromela. This allowed us, using the Spin model heker, to detet some non trivial �aws in theinitial design of a loks ontroller. Finally, we ommented some veri�ation results, and showedthat this tehnique an not be applied as is : great e�orts to redue state spae are required inorder to obtain a veri�able model. In the future, we would like to automate the entire translationof dSL to Promela, and to apply various algorithms suh as sliing and abstration to redue theomplexity of the resulting model. In an e�ort to simplify the designer's task, we must �nd aintuitive and aessible way to model the environment. Sine ontrol of industrial proesses oftenuses standard devies, we ould provide the designer with a library of ommon pre-modeled andparametrized environment behaviors. We should also provide a dSL library of lassial distributedmehanisms (i.e. semaphores, mutex).Referenes[AO91℄ Krzysztof R. Apt and Ernst-Rudiger Olderog. Veri�ation of Sequential and Conur-rent Systems. Texts and Monographs in Computer Siene. Springer-Verlag, Berlin,New York, 1991.[ASU86℄ Alfred V. Aho, Ravi Sethi, and Je�rey D. Ullman. Compilers: Priniples, Tehniquesand Tools. Addison-Wesley, In., Reading, Mass., 1986.[DW03℄ Bram De Wahter. Code Distribution in the dsl Environment for the Synthesis ofIndustrial Proess Control. Tehnial report, U.L.B., 15 January 2003.



A GRAMMAR 14[EC99℄ D.A. Peled E.M. Clarke, O. Grumberg. Model Cheking. MIT Press, 1999.[GMM+01℄ F. Geurts, F. Maq, T. Massart, A. Piron, and G. Vanstraelen. Présentation du projetdistributed sl (dSL). Tehnial Report 444, ULB, 2001.[Hol91℄ Gerard J. Holzmann. Design and Validation of Computer Protools. Prentie Hall,1991.[Hol97℄ G. J. Holzmann. The model heker spin. IEEE Trans. on Software Engineering,23(5):279�295, May 1997.[Mil89℄ R. Milner. Communiation and onurreny. Prentie-Hall, In., 1989.[PW01℄ A. Piron and B. De Wahter. The dSL language proposition : Grammar. TehnialReport XX1, ULB, 2001.A GrammarRemark This grammar is a redued version of the omplete dSL grammar, and to keep it ompat,some rules may introdue ambiguity.Dsl_Program �! dsl_element_list initdsl_element_list �! dsl_element dsl_element_list | dsl_elementdsl_element �! global_var_delaration | method_delaration | when | sequeneinit �! �program� �begin_var� id_list �end_var� instrution_list�end_program�global_var_-delaration �! �global_var� var_list �end_var�var_list �! id_list �:� var_type | id_list �:� var_type �;� var_listid_list �! id | id �,� id_listvar_type �! �int�, �input_byte�, �output_byte�method_delaration �! �begin_method� id �(� id_list �)� �begin_var� id_list �end_var�instrution_list �end_method�instrution_list �! instrution instrution_list | instrutioninstrution �! if | while | assign �;� | synhronous_method_all �;� |asynhronous_method_all �;� | end_if �;� | sequene_all �;� |if �! �if � expr �then� instrution_list �else� instrution_list �end_if �while �! �while� expr �do� instrution_list �end_while�assign �! id �:=� exprsynhronous-_method_all �! id �(� id_list �)�when �! �when� expr �then� instrution_list �end_when�sequene �! �sequene� id �begin_var� id_list �end_var� instrution_list�end_sequene�asynhronous-_method_all �! �launh� synhronous_method_allsequene_all �! �launh� id �(� id_list �)�expr �! expr bin_op expr | un_op expr | �(� expr �)� | id | stbin_op �! �+� | �-� | �*� | �/� | �<� | �>� | �<>� | �<=� | �>=� | �and� | �or�un_op �! �-� | �not�



B LOCK CONTROLLER : DSL SOURCE 15B Lok ontroller : dSL soureFirst attemptCLASS Gatemotor_diretion, motor_ommand, opened, losed, order_given : BOOL;button_open, button_lose : BOOL;END_CLASS;CLASS Lokwater_up, water_down, water_ommand, water_diretion, water_order_given : BOOL;bottom_gate, top_gate : GATE;button_fill, button_empty : BOOL;END_CLASS;GLOBAL_VARlok1, lok2 : Lok;not_allowed_led : BOOL;END_VAR;(* Gates *)METHOD GATE::move(diretion : BOOL)self.motor_diretion := diretion;self.motor_ommand := TRUE;END_METHODMETHOD GATE::reset_order_given()self.order_given := FALSE;not_allowed_led := FALSE;END_METHOD(* Equivalent to WHEN G.losed OR G.opened THEN ... for every objet G of lass GATE *)WHEN IN GATE self.losed OR self.opened THEN (* W1 = self -> lok1.bottom_gate *)self.motor_ommand := FALSE; (* W2 = self -> lok1.top_gate *)LAUNCH self<-reset_order_given(); (* W3 = self -> lok2.bottom_gate *)END_WHEN (* W4 = self -> lok2.top_gate *)(* Loks *)METHOD LOCK::water_move(diretion : BOOL)IF NOT self.water_down THENself.water_ommand := TRUE;self.water_diretion := diretion;END_IF;END_METHODMETHOD LOCK::reset_water_order_given()self.water_order_given := FALSE;not_allowed_led := FALSE;END_METHODWHEN IN LOCK self.water_up OR self.water_down THEN (* W5 = self -> lok1 *)self.water_ommand := FALSE; (* W6 = self -> lok2 *)LAUNCH self<-reset_water_order_given();END_WHENWHEN lok1.bottom_gate.button_open THEN (* W7 *)IF (~lok1.top_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.top_gate.order_given) AND(~lok1.water_down) AND (NOT lik1.water_order_given)THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;lok1.bottom_gate.order_given := TRUE;LAUNCH lok1.bottom_gate<-move(TRUE); (*open*)ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;END_WHENWHEN lok1.top_gate.button_open THEN (* W8 *)IF (~lok1.bottom_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND(~lok2.bottom_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok2.bottom_gate.order_given) AND(~lok1.water_up) AND (NOT lok1.water_order_given)THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;lok1.top_gate.order_given := TRUE;LAUNCH lok1.top_gate<-move(TRUE); (*open*)ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;END_WHEN



B LOCK CONTROLLER : DSL SOURCE 16WHEN lok1.bottom_gate.button_lose THEN (* W9 *)LAUNCH lok1.bottom_gate<-move(FALSE); (*lose*)END_WHENWHEN lok1.top_gate.button_lose THEN (* W10 *)LAUNCH lok1.top_gate<-move(FALSE); (*lose*)END_WHENWHEN lok1.button_fill THEN (* W11 *)IF (~lok1.bottom_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND(~lok1.top_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.top_gate.order_given)THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;lok1.water_order_given := TRUE;LAUNCH lok1<-water_move(TRUE);ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;END_WHENWHEN lok1.button_empty THEN (* W12 *)IF (~lok1.bottom_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.bottom_gate.order_given) AND(~lok1.top_gate.losed) AND (NOT lok1.top_gate.order_given)THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;lok1.water_order_given := TRUE;LAUNCH lok1<-water_move(FALSE);ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;END_WHENWHEN lok2.bottom_gate.button_open THEN (* W13 *)... (* Same as W8, replae lok1 with lok2 ; swith top, bottom; swith up, down *)WHEN lok2.top_gate.button_open THEN (* W14 *)... (* Same as W7, replae lok1 with lok2 ; swith top, bottom; swith up, down *)WHEN lok2.bottom_gate.button_lose THEN (* W15 *)LAUNCH lok2.bottom_gate<-move(FALSE); (*lose*)END_WHENWHEN lok2.top_gate.button_lose THEN (* W16 *)LAUNCH lok2.top_gate<-move(FALSE); (*lose*)END_WHENWHEN lok2.button_fill THEN (* W17 *)... (* Same as W11, replae lok1 with lok2 *)WHEN lok2.button_empty THEN (* W18 *)... (* Same as W12, replae lok1 with lok2 *)(* main program *)PROGRAM LOCKnot_allowed_led := FALSE;END_PROGRAMSeond attempt(* Same as attempt 1, without the order given instrutions : *)METHOD GATE::open(), METHOD GATE::lose(), METHOD GATE::reset_order_given()WHEN IN GATE self.losed OR self.opened, METHOD LOCK::empty(), METHOD LOCK::fill()(* Commands on lok1 *)WHEN lok1.bottom_gate.button_open AND NOT disabled THENdisabled := true;LAUNCH open_bottom_gate_lok1;END_WHENSEQUENCE open_bottom_gate_lok1VARhek : bool;END_VARhek := (lok1.top_gate.losed AND lok1.water_down);IF hek THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;LAUNCH lok1.bottom_gate<-open();



B LOCK CONTROLLER : DSL SOURCE 17ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;disabled := false;END_SEQUENCEWHEN lok1.top_gate.button_open AND NOT disabled THENdisabled := true;LAUNCH open_top_gate_lok1;END_WHENSEQUENCE open_top_gate_lok1VARhek : bool;END_VARhek := (lok1.bottom_gate.losed AND lok1.water_up);hek := (hek AND lok2.bottom_gate.losed);IF hek THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;LAUNCH lok1.top_gate<-open();ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;disabled := false;END_SEQUENCEWHEN lok1.bottom_gate.button_lose THENLAUNCH lok1.bottom_gate<-lose();END_WHENWHEN lok1.top_gate.button_lose THENLAUNCH lok1.top_gate<-lose();END_WHENWHEN lok1.button_fill AND NOT disabled THENdisabled := true;LAUNCH fill_lok1;END_WHENSEQUENCE fill_lok1VARhek : bool;END_VARhek := (lok1.top_gate.losed AND lok1.bottom_gate.losed);IF hek THENnot_allowed_led := FALSE;LAUNCH lok1<-fill();ELSEnot_allowed_led := TRUE;END_IF;disabled := false;END_SEQUENCEWHEN lok1.button_empty AND NOT disabled THENdisabled := true;LAUNCH empty_lok1;END_WHENSEQUENCE empty_lok1(* same as fill_lok1, replae empty() with fill() *)...(* Commands on lok2 : same as ommands on lok1,replae lok1 with lok2,swith top and bottom,swith up and down. *)...PROGRAM LOCKnot_allowed_led := FALSE;END_PROGRAM


